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I The Pathway to Academic Readiness
Pathways Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking, Second Edition uses National Geographic

stories, photos, video, and infographics to bring the world to the classroom. Authentic,
relevant content and carefully sequenced lessons engage learners while equipping them with
the skills needed for academic success. Each level of the second edition features NEW and
UPDATED content
ACADEMIC SKILLS
READING Identifying arguments and counterarguments

Academic skills are clearly

WRITING Writing a persuasive essay
GRAMMAR Describing visual information

labeled at the beginning

CRITICAL THINKING Evaluating visual data

of each unit.

St M N I Al rs ABl't’T <

racing our entire species.

NEW AND UPDATED
reading passages

MAI CHANG

a lot (Fig. 1). The trend currently looks set to continue:
the heat in 2016 broke the historic record set in 2015,
which broke the one from 2014.

Carbon dioxide warms the planet, and we've increased
the amount in the air by nearly half, mostly since the

■ attract more sustained
attention?

incorporate a variety of

rhe Pacific Ocean—also affect global temperatures. But no
natural cause explains the half-century warming trend.

text types, charts, and
global leaders to lead on the question

infographics to inform

A 2013 review

livable environment for the long term.

and inspire learners.
leaders who understand the serious
issues impacting our climate—and for
leaders who believe in the undeniable

still
mini"

DEVELOPING READING SKILLS

NOERSIXNOINu

B Look back at "A Murder Case in Arizona.* For each stat
for false, or NG if the information is not given.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The police found the suspect's pager at the enme sc
The victim was a friend of the suspect
The suspect had bought the truck recently
The suspect claimed that he never met the victim

5 The police were able to prove that the truck

Explicit readin

ins

includes main ideas,

When you first look at a graph, read the tide, subtitle, caption, and/or legend (key)
Ask yourself what Information is being presented What do the lines, colors, or
symbols mean’ What Is the purpose of the graph? Then underline Important words
in the title ot caption that tell you about the content. Ask yourself how the graph
supports the rdeas In the reading passage. How does It help you understand the
author's ideas better?

A Work with a partner. Look at the graph below and answer the questions.
1 Look al the Idle, subtitle, and legend What is the main purpose of the graph'
2 Underline the sentence in the reading passage that the graph relates to
3 How does the graph support the sentence in the reading passage’

etailsJnference,

encing, and

predictio

vocabulary d

C What evidence was useful to investigators? Complete!

cnnxmxEaBssaMHHMB

South Korea Overtakes Europe
Growth In GDP’ per capita (against selected European countries) t MO-2016

ment.
Australia robbery

Evidence

Evidence

Critical thinking activities are
integrated throughout each unit, and
help develop learner independence.

Look at the infographic in the reading passage and answer the questions. Discuss your

2. What is the mam purpose of the chart?

c to show how most cities have lower per capita emissions than their countries

CRITICAL THINKING A writer may quote an expert to support an idea
presented in an article. When you read a quote from an expert, ask yourself:
Which of the writer's main or supporting ideas does the quote support?

viii

NEW AND UPDATED Video sections use
National Geographic video clips to

ide

a bridge between Readings 1 an

WITH NUMBERS-

and to give learners ideas an

anq

for the unit's writing task.
BEFORE VIEWING
A

Read the caption above and discuss the answers to these questions with a partner.

PREDICTING

1. What might the different sizes and colors of the circles represent?

2. What do you think the locations of the circles represent?
B

Read the information about data artists. In what ways are Thorp's and Nightingale's
infographics similar? Discuss your answer with a partner.
Jer Thorp is a dam artist=§ameen®

who combines art and science to better

LEARNING ABOUT

Causes of death

NEW An additional short rea mg passage
provides i

kills practice.

disease

communicate complex information.

According to Thorp, an early example
of an infographic was by Florence

Nightingale—a nurse during the
Crimean War (1853-1856). One of her

graphics (right) showed that, contrary
to popular belief, most soldiers were

dying of treatable diseases rather than

from injuries during the war. Her work
reduced soldiers' deaths by over 60
percent, and is an example of how
infographics can change public opinion.

VOCABULARY EXTENSION

UNIT

Words that begin with the prefix pre- mean Delore m time. for example, prewpuw means

whole thing"

some slides before giving a presentation

upcoming movie and get them exated about <l

VOCABULARY EXTENSION

I Someone who writes novels is a.

Someone who provides therapy to other people is a.

5. Someone who plays the cane as a job is a______

Key academic and thematic
vocabulary is practiced, and expanded
throughout each unit.

NEW Vocabulary extension activities
cover word forms, word webs,

collocations, affixes, and more, to boost
learners'reading and writing fluency.

IX

Writing Skills Practice
Pa th ways' a p p roac h
to writing guides

students through

the writing process

and develops
learners'confidence
in planning, drafting,
revising, and editing.

WRITING TASK
GOAL You are going to write a persuasive essay on the following topic:
Everyone in the world should speak the same language. Do you agree or disa

LANGUAGE FOR WRITIN'
Arguments in a persuasive es
present and then ref
counter
of the issue. Wri s mtroduc
unterargu
phrases such
, and although.

g and balanced when write
arguments on the other si
ing concession words and

REVISING PRACTICE

INTERARGUMENT

Writing Goals and Language for Writing

sections provide the focus and scaffolding
needed for learners to become succes
writers.

'e flying
nsive,

B?rc/ speakers ofdisappearing languages may
owledge these languages contain is worth it
ter's argument

on.

presen
likely or ce*taiffl
own argume
fcMuments are s

als such as may, might, and could when
rarguments to show that these arguments are weaker—less
n their own arguments. Writers sometimes also present the
odals such as must, have to, and should to show that thei
ger.
WEAKER

While saving endangered languages may preserve some cultural or scientific
information, we must not discourage children from learning the dominant
Jonguoge oftheir region
stronger

An online workbook, powere
includes video clips and auto

activities for learners to p

UPDATED Revising
Practice sections

in the Student Books.

incorporate realistic

model paragraphs and

CZ3

■enucrirM
< >.-x Submit to rhertyoui answers

[ IncrvMlntpop.iltlioh | | LED» | j global solution j | expand thelc fa
multilayered systems

locally grown food

foodmito
STEVE DR I NG
ztno OHBON tooo

help learners refine their

writing.

RICHARD BALLARD

all the available space in the tunnel.

NEW Guided online writing
practice provides reinforcement and
consolidation of language skills, helping

learners to become stronger and more
confident writers.

LULL

SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS I

ACADEMIC SKILLS
READING Identifying main and supporting ideas

WRITING Writing body paragraphs
GRAMMAR Making comparisons
CRITICAL THINKING Analyzing evidence

THINK AND DISCUSS

1

Aside from humans, what other animals live
in social groups?

2 What similarities do you think there are between

human relationships and animal relationships?

EXPLORE THE THEME
A Read the information on these pages

and answer the questions.

1. What are some examples of
nonhuman primates?
2. What similarities have researchers
discovered between humans and

other primates?
B Match the words in blue to their

definitions.
_______________________ (v) to behave toward

someone in a
particular way

_______________________ (v) to communicate
with someone or

something
_______________________ (v) to look after

someone (usually
a young, sick, or
old person)

Researchers have discovered that humans share

certain behavioral characteristics with other

Both humans and other primates tend to live in

primates—the group of mammals that includes

social groups, and they share some characteristics

humans, monkeys, and apes.

in terms of their social behavior. Researchers today
are looking at the similarities and differences in

Basic Communication

Primatologists—scientists who study primates—
have found that some apes are capable of basic

how humans and animals interact within their

own social groups, for example, how they treat
each other and care for their young.

communication using human sign language.
Researchers have also observed apes inventing and
using tools to get food and complete other tasks.
’’few

w gw

Reading 1
PREPARING TO READ
BUILDING

A

VOCABULARY

The words in blue below are used in Reading 1. Read the paragraph. Then match the
correct form of each word to its definition.

Most workplaces are positive environments where people work well

ver,

an aggressive employee in an office can easily lead to workplace

reatmg

coworkers unfairly, criticizing them, or taking credit for their wor^mfiloye
experience workplace conflict on a regular basis can lose

otivation to

ho
good

work. Why do some employees not cooperate with their CWorkers? It may be that the
employee is ambitious and thinks that aggressive

Or the employee is afraid of losing status in the company

them get ahead.
inks that aggressive

behavior will help them stay on top.
(n) a serious di

2.

(n) the

sc

reem
one acts

3.

in a forceful or competitive way

4.

g of being excited to do something

5.

6.
7.

speak badly of someone or something

wanting to be successful

(n) an individual's position within a group

se questions with a partner.

USING
VOCABULARY

1. How ambitious are you? Would you rather be a president of a company, or a lowleveror mid-level employee without a lot of responsibilities? Why?

Row would you react to an aggressive coworker? Give an example.

BRAI

Discuss your answers to these questions in groups.
1. In what ways do you think employees cooperate in the workplace? Give two examples.
2. In what ways do you think primates cooperate in the wild? Give two examples.

predicting

D

Read the title, headings, and captions in the reading passage. How do you think
human behavior in the office is similar to primate behavior in the jungle? Write three
ideas. Then check your ideas as you read.

4

UNIT 1

Does the “office jungle” mirror behavior in the real jungle? New research
a

shows people in offices may use conflict and cooperation in similar ways to

primates in the jungle.

Animal behavior specialist Richard Conniff is the author of The Ape in the

Corner Office. In his book, Conniff examines corporate behavior through the
eyes of a primatologist. He suggests cooperation is the key to success for both

humans and other primates. He sees similarities in the ways they use social

networks and hierarchies1 to gain status. He also points out that while conflict

can be effective at times, both humans and apes usually prefer to cooperate.

1 Hierarchies are groups or situations that are organized from higher to lower by rank, social status, or function.

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

5

COOPERATION VERSUS CONFLICT
People often think that the animal world is full of conflict. However, conflict
and aggression actually play a smaller role in the wild than cooperation. In fact,

according to Conniff, both humans and other primates are social creatures,
and both groups normally try to avoid conflict. Chimpanzees, for example,

c

typically spend their days caring for their young and traveling together in small
groups. Conniff points out that chimps spend about 5 percent of the day being
aggressive, but 15 to 20 percent of the day grooming2 each other. For humans

and other primates, conflict is rare and does not last long. For bot
cooperation is a more effective way to succeed and survive.
THE VALUE OF NETWORKING

Research also shows that people and other primates use similar social

networking strategies to get ahead in life. They create tight social bonds by
D

sharing resources, doing each other favors, building teams, and making friends.
Employees with ambitious career goals, for example,’’■often rely on powerful
people in their office to help them get better jobs. In a similar way, chimps work

to strengthen relationships with other chimps.

Frans de Waal, a primatologist at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia,
claims that for chimps, “you can never reach a high position in their world if
you don’t have friends who help you.” In fact, research shows that chimps often
E

create bonds to strengthen their status, or importance, in the community. They

do favors for one another and share resources. They sometimes also use their

cunning3 to get ahead. “InVhimps a common strategy is to break up alliances

that can be.used

Aggressive behavior
may bring results,
but also leads to
isolation for the
aggressor.

with someon

2 Groom i
3 Cun

ainst them,” de Waal explains. “They see a main rival sitting

lie and they try to break up [that meeting].”

ivityoftinimals cleaning each other.
to achieve things in a clever way, often by deceiving other people.

themselves look as small

Chest-pounding is
a sign of aggression
among gorillas.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HIERARCHIES

Groups of coworkers and primate groups have similar social rules. In both
cases, the groups organize themselves into hierarchies, and individual members

know their roles. Individuals in both human and ape*'groups have a particular
F

position in relation to other group members. This decides their behavior in
the group. For example, young people may s|eak Softly or avoid eye contact

when they talk to people with higher status. Similarly, Conniff explains that
when chimpanzees appro

lor member, they try to make

THE LIMITS OF AGGRESSION
Although cooperation is more common in groups, both humans and other
primates sometimes usa^onflict in order to gain status. Aggressive behaviors get
attention, and they show an individual’s power in the group. People sometimes
shout or intimjdmje others to make a point or win an argument. Apes show

aggression by pounding their chests, screeching, or hitting trees. However,
G

Conniff notes that conflict does not gain long-term success for either species.
When bosses criticize their employees, treat them unfairly, or make their

working lives difficult, employees become stressed, lose motivation, and quit
their jobs. When apes are aggressive, they chase other apes away. In both cases,

aggressive individuals can become isolated, and neither humans nor apes want
to be alone.

In his book, Conniff makes the case that interacting in a kind and polite way
is more beneficial for both humans and primates. “The truth is we are completely

dependent on other people emotionally as well as for our physical needs,”
H

Conniff concludes. “We function as part of a group rather than as individuals.”

Employees who cooperate in the office and primates who cooperate in the wild

find themselves happier, more effective, and more likely to survive.

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
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UNDERSTANDING THE READING
UNDERSTANDING

A

According to the reading passage, what were the two main reasons Conniff wrote The

Ape in the Comer Office? Check K) the most suitable answers.

PURPOSE

□ 1. to explain how apes and humans behave similarly
□ 2. to show how humans have learned from animal behavior

□ 3. to argue that animals cooperate better than humans do
□ 4. to show how humans and other primates value cooperation

SUMMARIZING

B

Complete the summary below. Write no more than one word in each space.
People in offices and primates in the wild both prefer to 1

with one another and avoid 2_________________________________

sS social

3

skills to be successful. Both groups or

nize tnemselves into

4

, which affect how they

ub. While uncommon,

both office workers and primates sometimes use

behavior to

assert themselves.

CATEGORIZING

C

Complete the Venn diagram with examples (a-j) from the reading passage describing
human and other primate behavi
a. speak softly or avoid eye c

tact

vel together in groups

b. share resources

g. do well in groups

c. do favors

h. pound chests, screech, or hit trees

d. build teams

i.

rely on powerful people to get better jobs

e. groom

j.

reduce body size to look smaller

ffice workers

CRITICAL THINKING

wild apes

When a writer is making a claim or an argument, it is

important to analyze the evidence (examples, statistics, research, etc.) that they

provide. As you read, think about and evaluate the evidence mentioned. Does this

evidence clearly support the writer's main ideas?

8

UNIT 1

D

What evidence does the writer use in the passage to support their main idea in each
section? Complete the chart with the key points of evidence.

CRITICAL THINKING:
ANALYZING
EVIDENCE

Section

Evidence

Cooperation versus

Statistics:

Conflict

The Value of

An expert / Research:

Networking

The Importance of

An example:

Hierarchies

The Limits of

An example:

Aggression

E

Work in groups. Look at the evidence in exercise D. Based on the evidence provided,

CRITICAL THINKING:

which section do you think is the least convincing? Why?

EVALUATING

EVIDENCE

Find and underline the following words

e reading. Use context to identify their

meanings. Then circle the correct option

complete the definitions.

bonds (paragraph D)

rival (paragraph E)

INFERRING MEANING

hwatirW^te (paragraph G)
teheficial (paragraph H)

1. If an interactions beneficial ins useless / useful.

2. A rival is someon^ you are cooperating / competing with.
3. If you intimidate people, you make them feel frightened / happy enough to do
^d^t you want them to do.
4. l^/ou have strong bonds with someone, you feel very connected to I distant from

Work with a partner. Can you think of two examples from your own experience that

CRITICAL THINKING:

either support or contradict the ideas expressed in the reading?

REFLECTING

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
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DEVELOPING READING SKILLS
READING SKILL Identifying Main and Supporting Ideas
The main idea of a paragraph is the most important idea, or the idea that
the paragraph is about. It is often, but not always, stated in the first sentence.

Supporting ideas help to explain the main idea.They answer questions about the
main idea, such as how, why, what, and when. As you read, it is helpful to identify

the main ideas of paragraphs in a passage, and distinguish them from supporting
ideas.

Which of these sentences best expresses the main idea of paragraph C of

?

a. Both primates and humans tend to spend more time being coo

they do fighting with one another.

b. Chimpanzees typically spend their days traveling togeth
another.
Sentence a best expresses the main idea of the paragraph. Sente
supporting idea: It helps to explain the main idea by providing an

IDENTIFYING

A

b expresses a
xample.

Read the following paragraph about gorilla behavior. Is each sentence (1-4) a main idea
or a supporting idea? Write M for Main Idea or S for Supporting Idea. One is extra.

MAIN AND
SUPPORTING IDEAS

Scientists have found that male aori lias in the fqrests of northern Congo splash water to

help them find a mate. Richa

____ a primate researcher at the University of Stirling,
Parnell,

observed that male^okiHas irfir^^ta rther males and try to get the attention of females
by splashing water wit

nds. In one type of splashing behavior, for example, male

gorillas rais

sand hit the surface of the water with their palms open.

Using water

nelFsays, shows that gorillas are "adaptable, innovative, and

gorillas sometimes hit the water with their palms open.

.Parnell says that splashing proves that gorillas are capable creatures.

. Splashing water helps scare off other males.
4. Larger male gorillas are usually more successful at finding mates.

5. A study shows that male gorillas splash water to attract female gorillas.

IDENI 1F MUG

B

.

applying

Look at your answers to exercise A. How do you know which sentences are supporting
ideas? What questions (why, how, where, what) do they answer about the main idea?

MAIN AND
J E AFS
SUPPORHNG i i

Discuss with a partner.

C

Look back at paragraph G of Reading 1. Underline a main idea of the paragraph and
two ideas that support it.

10

UNIT 1

A shelter in Kenya
cares for young
elephants that have
lost their parents.

BEFORE VIEWING
A

Read the photo caption. Wha

re do you think the elephant orphans need?

PREDICTING

Discuss with a partner.

B

Read the information about

illegal ivory trade and answer the questions. Then

LEARNING ABOUT

discuss them with a partner.

One of the biggeat dangers fact

THE TOPIC

’African elephants is hunting by poachers—people

who illegally catdror k

imfils for profit. Poachers kill elephants so they can remove

and sell their vaTuab^ r

tusks. Ivory is usually made into jewelry and art objects.

Although the ivoif trade is banned in most countries, ivory is often smuggled' in and
sol

Regally. Between 2010 and 2012, poachers killed over 100,000 African elephants,

itral Africa, the elephant population has decreased by 64 percent in a decade.
,ers have shortened these animals' life spans and disrupted their close communities.
’smuggled: brought into or out of another country or area illegally

1. Why do you think people continue to buy objects made of ivory?

2. What do you think could be done to stop the illegal ivory trade?

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
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Wildlife Trust faced in keeping the baby elephan^ alive? Circle the best answer.
VOCABULARY

a.

IN CONTEXT

The words in bold are used in the video. Read the paragraph. Then match the correct

form of each word to its definition.

b.

The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust in Nairobi, Kenya, takes care of orphan elephants. Many
of these elephants are orphans because poachers slaughtered their mothers. Caretakers

at the Trust stay with the orphans 24 hours a day, in order to provide them with plenty of

maternal interaction. The organization's goal is the reintroduction of the elephants back
into the wild.

(adj) like a mother

2.

(v) to kill in large numbers

3.

(n) a person responsible for looking after someo

4.

(n) the act of putting something bac

ent where it

once was

WHILE VIEWING
UNDERSTANDING

A

Q Watch the video. What is one of the biggest

s that the David Sheldrick

MAIN IDEAS

getting them to trust humans
keeping them warm
c.

learning what to feed th

Watch the video a

UNDERSTANDING

wers to the following questions.

DETAILS

1. Accordi

t are two things baby elephants need?

retakers try to copy an elephant's relationship with its mother?

hree ways human and elephant babies are similar?

TER VIEWING
A

Discuss these questions with a partner.

1. At the end of the video, the narrator says, 'These orphans are all safe here—for the
time being." Why do you think the narrator uses the phrase "for the time being"?
2. How effective do you think elephant orphanages are in addressing the issue of

poaching? Why?

CRITICAL THINKING:
SYNTHESIZING
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UNIT 1

B

Write one behavior that both primates and elephants have in common with humans.
Use information from the video and Explore the Theme.

Reading 2
PREPARING TO READ
A

The words and phrases in blue below are used in Reading 2. Read the sentences. Then
match the correct form of each word or phrase to its definition.

BUILDING
VOCABULARY

Researchers have observed that children generally sleep better when parents
establish a regular bedtime routine.
Previously, it was common for extended families to live together in one home. Bu

today, fewer people live with their grandparents or other relatives.

Coyotes and wolves have similar social structures—both live in family grou
It's normal for children, regardless of gender, to have an intense feeli

they are separated from their parents. These strong feelings often gja

time.

One way to discipline children is to send them to their rooms alone.
When animals shed their fur, new fur grows to replace the fil

at is.

(adv) usually

2.

(adj) very great or

3.

(n) a gr up t

4.

(n) the

5.

(n)

e

inc

e^pncles, cousins, grandparents, etc.

£bple or animals is organized
ara

erktics of being male or female

6.

ere

e

7.

tr

someone to follow rules or codes of behavior

8.

notice something after looking closely

9.

10.

start something that will last a long time

v) to have something new or different instead of the original
(adv) before the time period that you are talking about

ese questions with a partner.

USING

VOCABULARY

re two ways in which establishing a routine can make your life easier?
2.

C

What are some benefits of living in an extended family? What are some drawbacks?

Read the title and the subheadings in the reading passage. What links the three stories

predicting

together? Check your idea as you read.
a.

male and female roles in animal societies

b.

scientific research of primates in Africa

c.

animal societies in which females have power

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
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GENDER N
____

A

How does gender impai
how gender influence

in the wild? Recent studies show
elephants, geladas, and chimps.

Studies Show Gend

females continue throughout their lives, which

can be as long as 70 years. In contrast, young
Young elephants grow up in extended

matriarchal1 families. Elephant mothers, aunts,
grandmothers, and female friends cooperate

B

to raise babies in large, carefully organized
groups.'^fes system helps protect young

orphan elephants when hunters or farmers
kill their mothers. When a young elephant is

members until they are 14. Then they generally
leave their mothers and form other groups with

male elephants.

Previously, male elephants were perceived
to be less social than females. However, a recent

c study at Etosha National Park in Namibia

orphaned, other females take over the dead

shows that males often form intense, long-

mother’s role. The strong bonds between

lasting friendships with other males. During

1 In a matriarchal family or group, the rulers are female and
power is passed from mother to daughter.

14

male elephants stay close to their female family

UNIT 1

Geladas are primates that live in the remote
highlands of Ethiopia. Males are larger than

females, but females have the real power in
family groups. Wildlife biologist Chadden

Hunter studies geladas in Simen Mountains

National Park in Ethiopia. Hunter has
observed that typical family units have between
d

two and eight adult females, their offspring,

and a primary male, which researchers call

the family male. Gelada males nave little say
in what the family docs from day to day. The

females decide where and how long to graze3
for food, when to jTiovc, and where to sleep

They also choose which male will be their mate
and when it is time to replace that mate.
Young bachelor4 males live in separate
groups. They spend most of their time
observing family groups and looking for
opportunities to challenge the family males.

When a young bachelor comes too close to
a family, the family male chases him away.

A female African
elephant bonds with
her baby.

the study, Stanford University behavioral

psychologist Caitlin O’Cohnell-Rodwell found

that each member knew his status, and that
the group followed a strict social hierarchy.

Older males act as_teachers and mediators2

for younger ones, controlling or disciplining
them when conflict? occurs These strict rules
of bcha-vior are helpful when food and drink

a¥e scarc«D’Connell-Rodwell observed that
“in dry years, the strict pecking order they

establish benefits all of them.” For example,
the young bulls know they must get in line
behind the more senior elephants. In this way,

everyone gets a turn to eat and drink, conflict
is avoided, and peace is maintained.

2A mediator is someone who helps two people or groups solve an
issue or a problem.

When animals graze, they eat the grass or other plants that are
growing in a particular place.
A bachelor is a single male without a female partner or
children.

bachelor into the family. Females typically do this
when a family male becomes weak or does not

give enough attention to them or their offsprin

Hunter explains, “That’s especially true in fan
where there are six or seven females; it’s a lot

work to keep them all happy.”
Hunter has observed that no family rpale lasts

Richard Wrangham, a primatologist at

rvard University, has been studying the play
ehavior of male and female chimps. His team

observed that the way a community of young
Kanyawara female chimps played with sticks
mimicked caretaking behaviors. The young

more than four years, and many are replaced

females took sticks to their nests and cared for

before three. However, replaced males do not

them like mother chimps with their babies. The

leave their families. Rather, they stay on in a
F

in the wild.

H chimps appeared to be using the sticks as dolls,

kind of grandfather jpolgg “That way, they can

as if they were practicing for motherhood.

protect their children,” he says, “and they’re

This play preference, which was very rarely

very aggressive about’that.” Hunter’s study has

seen in males, was observed in young female

generated new interest in geladas, and it will

chimps more than a hundred times during 14

challenge primatolofists to learn more about

years of study. In contrast, young males did

their gender behavior.

not normally play with objects. Instead, they

ReseSthcrs Discover Gender-Driven Play in Chimps

preferred active play—climbing, jumping, and
chasing each other through trees.

Just as human children often choose

different toys, some monkeys in captivity have
demonstrated gender-driven toy preferences.
G

For example, young female vervet and rhesus

monkeys often play with dolls in captivity, while
young males prefer toys such as trucks. Now, for

the first time, a study in Kibale National Park in

Stick play may have evolved to prepare

females for motherhood. It may have given
them an advantage by providing skills and

knowledge that contributed to their survival.

It is also possible that stick play is just an

expression of the imagination—an ability found
in chimps and humans but few other animals.
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UNIT1

UNDERSTANDING THE READING
A

Choose the sentence that best expresses the main idea of each section in the passage.
1.

UNDERSTANDING

MAIN IDEAS

Studies Show Gender Effect in Elephant Societies
a. Both male and female elephants have an excellent memory and are able to remember

elephants they meet.

b. Female elephants are in charge of raising families, while males form hierarchical
groups with other males.

2. Gelada Study Reveals Female Primates with Power
a. Female geladas control family groups in gelada society.

b. There is a strict hierarchy within female geladas in a single family.

3. Researchers Discover Gender-Driven Play in Chimps
a. The types of play that young chimps prefer seem to be related to gender.

b. Young chimps learn their social skills by playing with their mother^
B

Is

Complete the main ideas (M) and supporting ideas (S) from "Gelada St

Female Primates with Power." Write no more than three wor

in each

IDENTIFYING

ace

MAIN AND

SUPPORTING IDEAS

Paragraph D

M: Female geladas have__________________________________

y groups.

S1: Family groups have a large number of geladas.
S2: Female geladas decide what the
S3: Female geladas choose their______
Paragraph E

M: Nonfamily male geladas liv^
SI: Bachelor males wait for a ch

nge the_______________________________________

S2: Female geladas

_____ bachelor males when they want to.

Paragraph F

after a few years.

M: Most family m

in the family group.

S: The old fanfl

C

Complete each sent

ce vrith details from the reading passage. Write no more than

UNDERSTANDING

DETAILS

three words in each space.
Studies Show Gender Effect in Elephant Societies
1. In male elephant groups, each member knows his

2.

discipline young male elephants when they fight.

Gelada Study Reveals Female Primates with Power
3. In a typical gelada family, there is one--------------------------------4. When the family male is replaced, he usually takes on a

role.

Researchers Discover Gender-Driven Play in Chimps
5.

Young females play with sticks, while young males tend to prefer---------------------------

6.

Playing with sticks may prepare young female chimps for-------------------------------SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
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CRITICAL THINKING:

D

What evidence does the author use in "Researchers Discover Gender-Driven Play in

Chimps"? Complete the statements below. Then discuss your ideas with a partner.

ANALYZING

EVIDENCE

in Kibale National Park as evidence for

1. The article describes a
gender-driven play in chimps.

2. The expert who did the chimp study is Richard Wrangham, a

from

Harvard University.

3. Wrangham's team observed that female chimps' stick play was similar to
_________________ behaviors.
4. Wrangham's study lasted

years. During this time, his team observed

the same behavior more than
CRITICAL THINKING:

E

_____ times.

Discuss these questions with a partner.

EVALUATING

Do you think the supporting evidence in exercise D is c

EVIDENCE

vine ng? Why or why not?

2. Compare the three reports in the passage. Wijj

ink provides the most

convincing supporting evidence? Why?

INFERRING MEANING

F

Find and underline these words and phrases in the passage. Use context to identify their
meanings. Then complete the sentj

ces with a suitable form of the words and phrases.

pecking order (paragraph C
offspring (paragraj^D)

Jfty (paragraph G)

imicked (paragraph H)

1. Hyenas live in
most oo

ra

makes all of the decisions for the group.

saw

2. Researche

re

3.

. One female has the

aby chimp

her mother's behavior.

penguin protects her_____________________________

from the

y keeping it under a warm layer of feathered skin.

It to study animals in the wild, but it is easy to study animals

CRITICAL THIN K.1WG:
SYNTHESI

Compare the animal species you learned about in this unit. Check K) the column(s)
that apply to each species. Discuss the reasons for your answers with a partner.

Species

chimpanzees

elephants

geladas
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UNIT 1

Females Control

Hierarchy Is

Forming Strong

the Group

Important

Bonds Is Important

Writing
EXPLORING WRITTEN ENGLISH
A

Read the sentences below. Write S for sentences that show similarities. Write D for
sentences that show differences.

NOTICING

As both humans and other primates tend to live in social groups, they may

share some characteristics in terms of their social behavior.
2.

Young people may speak softly or avoid eye contact when they are talking
to people with higher status. Similarly, when chimpanzees approach a
powerful or senior member, they try to make themselves look smaljai

3.

A male gorilla usually has the power in a gorilla family group. In c ntrast,

females make the decisions in a gelada family group.

4.

Human boys and girls often choose different toys. Likewi

oun

imps in

captivity have shown gender-driven toy preferences.
5.

Unlike young female chimps, young males did notiioianally pla

objects.

LANGUAGE FOR WRITING Making Comparisons
Use these expressions to show similarity.

Office workers are similar to primates. Ba

1 u^C^fli<j$M cooperation in groups.

Humans generally live in harmony, Likewise /Si

chimpanzees try to avoid

conflict.
Like humans, chimpanzees m

on to avoid isolation.

Use these expressions to s

While aggression is p

rifffate behavior, it plays a limited role in the wild,

The strong bonds amo

enoae e

hants continue throughout their lives. In contrast,

young male el

ta

Elephant fa mi

atfiarchal. On the other hand, males traditionally have the

power

lose to their female family members only until they are 14.

ilia

live with their female family members, whereas older males

Young

for

roups.
ale chimps, who prefer active play, young female chimps have a
ce for playing with sticks.

■ TFie form of be in be similar to must agree with its subject.
• Use likewise and similarly at the beginning of sentences, followed by a comma.

• In contrast and on the other hand can appear at the beginning of sentences,
followed by a comma.They can also appear after the subject. Note the use of

commas in this case: Males, on the other hand, traditionally have the power in many

human cultures.

B

Underline the words and phrases in exercise A that show similarities and differences.
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
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